From m easurem ents of the w idth and of the peak value of the Z° pole in e+e~ annihilations the existence of three neutrino families in nature has recently been derived. Do these families mix or are they distinct ? We do not know if the mixing phenom enon exists in nature. Two different types of experim ents have been conducted a t high energy accelerators in searching for the resulting neutrino oscillation, the apparen t disappearance of neutrinos of one flavour as they are propagating and the appearance of neutrinos of a new flavour. Present limits, a new result, advantages and weaknesses of the two approaches and future prospects will be presented and discussed.
Introduction
From m easurem ents of the w idth and of the peak value of the cross section of e+e-annihilation to all visible final states a t the Z° pole we know th a t there exist three families of light neutrinos in nature. Two of them have been detected by their capture on nucleons, the electron-and the m uon-neutrino (ve, v ) ; the third, tauneutrino (vT) , has rem ained undetected. Do these neutrinos have non-zero mass? Do these families mix or are they distinct? Non-zero neutrino mass is a necessary condition for neutrino mixing. These questions belong to the most fundam ental ones for experim ental particle physics. Answers may come from searches for neutrino oscillation. The mixing of neutrino families can be described by a m atrix, similar to the Cabibbo-K obayashi-M askaw a quark mixing m atrix. Assuming neutrino masses are generated by a see-saw mechanism, oscillation will be dom inantly a phenomenon between the families of the two heaviest leptons, the muon and the tau. The frequency of the oscillation term is given by the difference of the neutrino masses squared. The probability of appearance of neutrinos of a new flavour, v b in a beam of va or disappearance of va is given by the well-known expression, p ab = sin2 20ab sin2( 1.27
where L is the distance to the neutrino source in km and E the neutrino energy in GeV. Results from recent experim ents on solar neutrinos, which are reported elsewhere a t this meeting, are consistent with a M ikheyer-Smirnov-Wolfenstein solution to the solar neutrino problem (Fiorini 1992; N akam ura 1993 ; Anosov et al. 1993 ; Anselmann et al. 1993) . One of the favoured solutions gives a mass to the vT which would make it a candidate for dark m atter (mv^ « 20 eV) (H arari 1989) . Also recent experim ental results on the unisotropy of the cosmic background radiation favour vT with mv « 7 eV. Search for neutrino oscillation is straight forward at high energy accelerators. They are sources of collimated v (V ) beams of high intensity. Their energy and the distance to the source are well-known and m atched to detect oscillation for rav > 1 eV. Questions ab o u t the relative abundance of and ve were asked in the first neutrino experim ent a t C ER N which confirmed th e discovery of the m uon-neutrino. I t also detected a small com ponent of electron-neutrinos. W h at was their origin ? Were they produced by neutrino oscillation ? Their abundance agreed w ith K e3 decays of kaons.
Experimental methods
Two m ethods have been used for this search. One consists in searching for the appearance of a neutrino of an o th er fam ily (vb) difference from the d om inant com ponent (va) of the beam, e.g. vT or v e. The other m ethod consists of searching for the corresponding disappearance of va. The relation of th e tw o m ethods is given by u n itarity^a a=l-^ab-
B oth m ethods have d istin ct advantages and disadvantages.
(a) Disappearance experiments
The disappearance search is inclusive; va m ay disappear to any kind of neutrino. The sensitivity to different values of the Am2 can be extended to sm aller values by increasing the distance of the detecto r to th e source. The num ber of events N induced by va in this far detector can be firmly predicted by m easuring sim ultaneously th eir num ber in a near detector, provided the beam can be accurately described as coming from a point source. In this case
where M stands for the effective ta rg e t mass, S for th e surface area and L for th e distance to the source. D eviations from this simple relation occur if th e acceptance for the near detector exceeds the m axim um value of p T « 30 MeV from pion decay, because the relative acceptance for neutrinos from pion and K^3 decays is different, and if the geom etry of th e decay region is n o t sym m etric. All these deviations can be calculated. A m easurem ent a t a th ird distance can be used to check the calculations. The first m easurem ents w ith two detectors have been perform ed a t C ER N by the CDHS (D ydak et al. 1989 ) and the CHARM (Bergsma et 1984) C ollaborations. A nother source of u n certain ty occurs in the process of identification of interactions of va. A t high energy accelerators beam s of are used and th e charged cu rren t reaction (cc) vnN ->p~X (4) is recorded. The efficiency for detecting this reaction depends on the n eutrino energy because of detection thresholds for E x and The w ith the distance to th e detector because of the decay kinem atics. Therefore, the efficiencies of the far and near detectors do not cancel com pletely as suggested in (3). The same caution m ust be tak en for the fraction of n eu tral cu rren t (n c ) events v . N -v . X which are m isidentified as candidates for the cc reaction (4). This fraction is, in general, different for the near and the far detector.
The sensitivity for establishing a statistically significant deviation of P aa from 1 (equation (2)) to detect a term due to P ab ^ 0 depends on the event rates in the two detectors and on the rem aining uncertainties on deviations from (3). I shall come back to some q u an titativ e rem arks in connection w ith my discussion of future projects.
(b) Appearance experiments The search for appearance of vb # va in a beam can be performed a t a single distance. The ratio L /E gives the lim it of sensitivity for Amab. The lim it on sin22#ab which can be reached depends on the event rate, to some ex ten t also on the neutrino energy because of the threshold for the reaction vT N -» x_X and on the backgrounds both of prom pt vb present in the beam and of other misidentified reactions. For ve this prom pt background is about 1 % ; the prom pt vT background depends strongly on the proton energy of the accelerator because of the energy dependence of the cross section of the reaction pN -> Ds X, D s -> vT x. At the CERN 450 GeV SPS the flux ratio (p(vT)/99(v|J) ~ 10~7 is very favourable for a search for vT appearance. The dom inant lim itation is due to, both the event rate (target mass), and to background. Search for vM -v T oscillation consists in detecting the vT induced reaction vtN^x"X.
( 5) There are several experim ental ways to do this. The m ost direct way is the observation of the x decay topology. The transverse decay length is ca. 90 pm and the longitudinal ca. 250 pm.
D etection of the decay kink for the dom inant decay modes into one charged particle (86% ) or of a 's ta r ' in the case of x->7t~7U+7r~(n7t0)vT (14% ) requires a special detector w ith spacial resolution of b etter th an 10 pm. Only the emulsion technique gives the required resolution. A nother approach is to select events with missing transverse m om entum in correlation w ith the hadron shower direction (Albright et al. 1979) . This approach, which was not very successful in the search for charm particle production will also be tried.
A third approach is an interesting extension of the disappearance and appearance m ethods (W inter 1988, 1990 ). In about 82% of all decays the x lepton does not produce a muon. Appearance of vT therefore reduces the num ber of events w ith a muon and increases the num ber of events w ithout a muon. A m easurem ent of the ratio of muonless events (nc) and of events w ith a muon (cc) is therefore sensitive to vT appearance. Perform ing another m easurem ent of this ratio in a near detector one can form a double ratio a -(nc/ cc):fa: r ,
(nc/ cc) NEAR which is less sensitive to deviations of the beam from a point source and from differences in the mean energies in the two detectors. Several such measurements are presently under consideration; I will describe them in §4.
The search for appearance of ve in a beam is subject to difficulties from a prom pt background of ca. 1% which has to be subtracted and from electron/photon discrimination. The background of ve can be measured in a near detector; a double ratio, (N(e)/cc(p))FAR (N(e)/cc(p)) n e a r ' therefore can largely eliminate the prom pt background problem. The result can also be interpreted as a limit on vT appearance, because of the ca. 17% branching ratio 1986), CHARM II (Gruwe et al. 1993) , CCFR (Habes et al. 1984) , CDHS and CHARM (Schneps 1993) and the new area which can be explored by the CHORUS (Armenise et 1993) and NOMAD (DiLella 1993) experiments. of x->eve vT. In all experim ents w ith tw o detectors a region of sensitivity for Am2 is selected; the lower lim it is defined by the far detecto r and the upper lim it by th e close detector. The upper lim it on Am2 is n o t shown in table 2 and on figure 11. A ppearance experim ents, in co n trast, are sensitive to oscillation w ith Am2 ^ (E /L ) const.
Review of results
No compelling evidence for oscillation has been reported from accelerator experim ents. There is one new negative result on v^-vT oscillation reported very recently by the CHARM I I Collaboration which is approaching in sen sitivity the old lim it of Ushida et al. (1986) obtained w ith an em ulsion-hybrid detecto r (see figure 1) a t Ferm ilab (E531). The CHARM I I Collaboration (Gruwe et al. 1993 ) used a com pletely different technique. They selected quasi-elastic vT interactions followed by the decay x->rcvT. These events appear in th e fine-grain calorim eter of the ( HARM II detector as a single trac k followed by a hadronic shower (see figure 2) . Background comes from n c reactions w ith a single charged pion. R equiring a minimum track length of 15 planes of the detecto r corresponding to ca. 1.7 interaction lengths and a shower energy greater th a n 10 GeV th ey found 124 events, 77 in the beam and 47 in the beam. F ittin g the kinem atical distrib u tio n of these events in transverse energy and in the shower energy (figure 3) to a sim ulation of the VT reaction and of the background reaction th ey derived a t th e 90% exclusion region shown in figure 1 . The m axim um sensitivity is reached for Am2 = 50 eV2 where th ey exclude \ralues of sin2 6^> 6.4 x 10 3. R esults of the Ferm ilab experim ent E531 (Ushida et a l .1986) , and of searches using the disappearance m ethod of vT perform e by the CDHS and CHARM Collaborations, as well as those perform ed by th e CCFR Collaboration a t le rm ila b (Habes et al. 1984) , are also displayed in figure 1. The ) is shown as well for comparison. In conclusion, the excluded region does not yet eliminate the possibility th a t the dark m atter of the universe is formed by vT. The mixing param eter limit should be further reduced, below the value corresponding to the mixing of the second and third quark family with sin2 2# « 10-3. Much less is known about ve-v T mixing. The good news is th a t we are liberated from the 17 keV ghost with a 1 % mixing. The other inform ation in this sector is summarized in figure  4 . Assuming again the see-saw mechanism for creating neutrinos masses and th a t (Schneps 1993 ) and more recent ones from Los Alamos (Borodovsky et al. 1992) , E776 (Ahrens et al. 1985) , and CHARM (Bergsma et al. 1988) . The shaded area, reported (Bernardi et al. 1986) as positive evidence is excluded by several experiments. m ixing is proportional to th e mass difference we m ust conclude th a t these experim ents are very far aw ay from detecting an effect.
No new results on v^-ve oscillation searches have been reported since th e last N eutrino Conference in 1992 (Schneps 1993) . Figure 5 shows a com pilation of the present status. The positive effect in PS 191 (B ernardi et al. 1986 ) can now be safely elim inated as it is not confirmed by BEBC (Angelini et al. 1986) , CHARM (Bergsm a et al. 1988) , Los Alamos (Borodovsky et al. 1992 ) and E776 a t B N L (Ahreus et al. 1985) .
New experiments
Two new experim ents searching for vT appearance in a beam are presently under preparation a t CERN , CHORUS-W A95 (Armenise et al. 1993 ) and NOMAD-WA96 (DiLella 1993). They both aim a t detecting the vT induced cc reaction vt N^x~X (8) and several decay modes of the x. The CH ORU S experim ent has adopted the emulsion technique to detect the decay topology. In the m odern version adopted, events to be m easured in the emulsion are selected kinem atically for the missing transverse m om entum feature characteristic for x decay. The particle track s associated w ith these selected events are m easured w ith scintillating fibre techniques. The detector, therefore, consists of an em ulsion ta rg e t and a track er p a rt (figure 6) and of a m agnet for measuring particle m om enta followed by a calorimeter for measuring the hadron shower direction and energy and a muon spectrom eter (figure 7). The microscopes for emulsion m easurem ents are com puter-assisted and measure along the tracks of selected events measured by the scintillating fibre trackers (see figure 6 ). Using this technique a to tal efficiency of about 5% for detecting one of the x decay modes can be achieved (table 1) . If the v^-vT oscillation phenomenon should exist a t the level of the present 90% CL they would observe 64 events (table 1) of reaction (6) and a background of about 1.7 events. I f some candidates will be Figure 8 . Simulated event vT N -> (t -> pvM vT) X in plane perpendicular to incident neutrino beam (Winter 19906) showing pT balancing between the tau track and the hadron tracks. a The number of events corresponds to sin2 26 = 5 x 10 3 and protons on target.
detected their m ethod provides for additional discrim ination betw een reaction (6) and background due to charm particle production by the small and ve com ponents of the beam and due to elastic pion scattering w ithout visible recoil (white kink). The x candidate track before the decay kink m ust balance the p T of track s from th e hadron vertex (see figure 8, sim ulated candidate). This is generally n ot the case for background events. R equiring th a t vertex configuration in addition reduces the background to 0.4 events and the acceptance efficiency to 4 .5 % . I f no event or one event were observed this would correspond to a 90% CL of sin2 2/9^ > 2.7 x 10~4 a t A m 2 ss 50 eV2. If some events were observed th e discovery p o ten tial could be significantly enhanced by using the vertex condition; e.g. for the observation of events corresponding to sin2
26^« 5 x 10~4 th e statistical s increased by a factor of ab o u t 30 (see figure 9) . The NOMAD-WA96 experim ent (DiLella 1993) relies entirely on kinem atical selection of events. E vents due to reaction (6) are expected not to have a 180° correlation between the charged lepton from x decay and the hadron shower direction. The azim uthal correlation between the missing pT vector (vT from x decay in reaction (6)) and the hadron shower favours large angles. E stim ates of the acceptance efficiency, the num ber of events detected if sin2 2#^. = 5 x 10-3 and the background are given in table 1 as well. Because of the larger background, vT induced, events observed in this experim ent will have smaller statistical significance than in the CHORUS experim ent. In the example given before for sin2 26^ = 5 x 10-4 (see figure 9 ) the CHORUS experim ent will have a statistical significance which is a factor of 100 superior to the NOMAD experim ent. The set-up of the NOMAD experim ent is shown in figure 10. I t is using the m agnet of the UA1 experim ent for measuring charged particle mom enta. Electrons are identified by transition radiation. A calorimeter measures the direction and energy of the photon final state. Muons are identified by transm ission through an iron absorber.
Both experim ents are planning data-taking runs from April 1994. Depending on the outcome, I can anticipate two scenarios: 1. Some events are found corresponding to sin2 20 5 x 10-4, Am2 > 50 eV2. Then a new experim ent will be required which can determ ine w hether the mass of vT is of cosmological relevance, i.e. m « 20 eV. Such an experim ent needs a factor of about 20 smaller value of L / E( see equation (1)). This condition can be re at the CERN LHC by moving closer to the source and using higher neutrino energy. Because of the higher proton energy (7 TeV) the prom pt vT background is large and adds to the difficulty of the experiment. a Limit for sin2 = 1.
is then required. A detector based on the principle of th e TPC in cryogenic m aterials (ICARUS (R ubbia 1993)), using CH4, m ay achieve this sensitivity.
Future prospects
A part from persuing the appearance of vT w ith a mass of cosmological relevance it is also interesting to search for sm aller neutrino masses. E xperim ental studies of atm ospheric neutrinos seem to indicate the possibility of oscillation v -vT or v^-ve w ith Am2 « 10~3 eV2 and sin2 2# ^ 0.1. H ere a disappearance experim ent or an experim ent w ith two detectors com bining both disappearance and appearance techniques m ay be of interest. Several such experim ents have been w orked o u t or have been proposed. They are sum m arized in table 2. None of them has m ade a detailed study of system atic uncertainties.
In Europe there is the ICARUS experim ent w ith one to three 5 K tons ta rg e ts in the G ran Sasso L aborato ry using a vM beam from C ER N and th e Superkam iokande experim ent w ith a 20 K tons ta rg e t w ith a v^ beam from CERN . The relative m erits depend on the possibilities of identification of some classes of events and on the event rate. The distance determ ines the lower lim it of A m 2 which can be detected. In the Limitations of the sensitivity to Am2 because of the n e a r detector measurements are not shown.
U.S. there are also two projects: the Soudan 2 detector in a beam from Ferm ilab and an experim ent a t BNL using three detectors over 20 km distance. A comparison of the sensitivities is shown in figure 11a, b Having s experim ents in §26 let me also add their advantages over experim ents with atm ospheric neutrinos. The spectrum of E v is well known, the beams have known direction and tim ing, facilitating the rejection of background, and they give high event rate. One can alternate between runs w ith and V beams and search for m atter induced effects which will introduce an asym m etry in the associated event rates. Such m atter effects between CERN and Gran Sasso from a comparison of v -^v and v oscillation have been studied by Fiorentini & Ricci (1993) . |i 6 p. e
Summary
New accelerator based searches of neutrino oscillation can explore the possibility th a t the vT is the cosmological dark m atter candidate. Long baseline experim ents are sensitive to another window w ith Am2 « 10-4-10~3 eV2. We are looking forward to their results w ith a sense of excitem ent because of the trem endous implications.
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